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As we approach the midpoint of 2024, approximately 89 days have passed since the pivotal

bitcoin halving event in April1. While bitcoin flirted with all-time highs earlier in the

year, surpassing $73,0002, it has yet to breach this threshold. Historically, any

significant price change following halving events has not always been immediate; two of

the last three halvings saw delayed price increases. This pattern underscores the

importance of patience for investors awaiting the ‘halving trade’ to play out. To keep

things in context, bitcoin closed just under $64,000 on 20 April (halving date), not too

far from the current price of $63,000 as of the time of writing.

 

Source: Glassnode, WisdomTree as of 2 July 2024 . Rebased to 1 in from halving date. The vertical

red bar indicates where we are as of June 30, 2024. Historical performance is not anHistorical performance is not an

indication of future performance and any investment may go down in value. indication of future performance and any investment may go down in value. 

 

Implications of the 2024 halving:Implications of the 2024 halving:

 

Tightening supply dynamicsTightening supply dynamics

The recent halving has had a profound impact on bitcoin's supply dynamics:

Newly minted bitcoin per block reduced from 6.25 to 3.125, effectively decreasing

the market’s supply influx
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Approximately 19.7 million bitcoin (nearly 97% of the total supply) are currently in

circulation, with as much as a million or more lost forever3

The maximum supply remains capped at 21 million, with future halvings continuing to

reduce new issuance

 

A reminder of bitcoin's unique monetary policyA reminder of bitcoin's unique monetary policy

Bitcoin continues to offer a distinctive approach to monetary policy:

It provides a transparent and codified system, contrasting with traditional fiat

currencies managed by central banks

The fixed and predictable issuance schedule operates without central authority

intervention

This structure positions Bitcoin as a potential long-term store of value, akin to

gold, offering an alternative to inflationary fiat currencies

Halving events introduce a cyclical element to bitcoin's economic system, given that

they occur roughly every  four years

 

Challenges for minersChallenges for miners

The halving has significantly affected the bitcoin mining landscape:

Miner rewards have been halved, resulting in a lower block subsidy in bitcoin terms

This change increases financial pressure on miners, particularly if bitcoin's USD

price doesn't sufficiently cover their energy input costs

The industry is currently witnessing consolidation, restructuring, and even

closures/repurposing of mining operations

 

Post-halving mining industry developmentsPost-halving mining industry developments

While major bitcoin price impacts have yet to materialise, the halving has meaningfully

affected miners. May's bitcoin production decreased compared to April due to reduced

rewards following the halving.

 

Source: WisdomTree, Blockworks, https://blockworks.co/news/who-mined-most-btc-since-bitcoin-halving.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investment mayHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investment may

go down in value.go down in value.

  

This shift has catalysed several industry trends alluded to in the bullets above:

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity:Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity: The sector is seeing increased M&A

activity, best exemplified by Riot Platforms attempted hostile takeover of Bitfarms4

Operational efficiency focus:Operational efficiency focus: Mining firms are investing in improved computing

infrastructure to improve their hash ratehash rate5, increasing their chances of success to

receive block rewards
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Diversification of revenue streams:Diversification of revenue streams: Companies like Terawulf and Iris Energy are

exploring new avenues, such as offering their computing infrastructure for AI model

training, capitalising on high demand in this sector6,7

 

There is a notable divergence in performance within the mining space. Well-capitalised

and efficient firms are better positioned to thrive in an increasingly competitive

ecosystem. Those that have been nimble and quick to adjust to the changing market

dynamics have so far outperformed their peers.

 

Source: Bloomberg as of 26 June 2024. Historical performance is not an indication of futureHistorical performance is not an indication of future

performance and any investment may go down in value.performance and any investment may go down in value.

 

ConclusionConclusion

 

As we navigate the post-halving landscape, it's crucial for investors to maintain a

long-term perspective. Historical patterns suggest that any significant price change may

not be immediate but tends to evolve over several months following the halving event.

Bitcoin's deflationary nature and transparent monetary policy make it a compelling long-

term store of value, with each halving event presenting an opportunistic entry point

into the asset class due to the supply constraints it introduces, which has historically

led to upward pricing pressure.

 

As a result of this event, the bitcoin mining industry is adapting, with efficient and

innovative firms poised for growth ahead, amidst increased pressure from reduced bitcoin

block rewards. While patience is required in the short term, the long-term prospects for

bitcoin and the mining sector remain promising. Investors should stay informed, consider

opportunities within the space, and recognise this is a trend that will play out over

the back half of 2024.

 

1 The halving took place on 20 April 2024.

2 Source: Coinmarketcap. Bitcoin daily close price reached an all time high of $73,079 on 14 March

2024.

3 https://fortune.com/crypto/2024/04/24/bitcoin-wallets-waking-up-lost-coins-satoshi/

4 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2024-05-28/riot-platforms-pursues-takeover-of-rival-bitcoi

n-miner-bitfarms

5 A measure of computational power that is being used to mine and process transactions on a Proof-

of-Work blockchain, such as Bitcoin

6 https://investors.terawulf.com/news-events/press-releases/detail/79/terawulf-announces-may-2024-pr

oduction-and-operations-update

7 https://www.afr.com/technology/how-this-aussie-bitcoin-miner-is-cashing-in-on-the-nvidia-ai-boom-2

0240616-p5jm6w

Related ProductsRelated Products

+ WisdomTree Physical Bitcoin (BTCW / WBIT)

+ WisdomTree Blockchain UCITS ETF - USD Acc (WBLK)

 

Related BlogsRelated Blogs

+ The Bitcoin halving is upon us
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View the online version of this article here.
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Important InformationImportant Information

 

Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): Marketing communications issued in the European Economic Area (“EEA”): This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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